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 It also lets you organize, edit, and annotate PDFs. Find the features that are right for you on the Acrobat desktop, mobile apps,
and across your devices. Annotation You can annotate PDFs with an array of tools. You can add notes, highlight, correct, sign,

stamp, and track changes. With Acrobat Pro DC, you can also fill in form fields in a PDF. PDF Mergers You can combine PDF
files, add file attachments, and more. PDF Mergers work in both Windows and macOS. Search & Navigation Acrobat Reader

DC lets you search through PDF files, folders, and more. With the built-in browser, you can locate specific pages or view a page
in another document. Formatting & Editing You can change text styles, add layers, use text boxes, and more. Edit & Share You

can easily create, modify, and send PDFs. Acrobat Reader DC also offers secure document sharing. Acrobat Reader DC can
edit and view PDFs on any device or platform. So download Acrobat Reader DC, sign in to your Adobe account, and start

working with PDFs in the cloud.Q: Rethinkdb not starting under docker So I'm trying to run RethinkDB container and it gets
stuck at the first step. When I run it in local machine it's working fine. docker run -d --name rethinkdb -p 127.0.0.1:8080:8080
rethinkdb When I run it via docker -p 8080:8080 it just gets stuck and the only way to exit is by killing the process. I also tried
to start the server manually and here is the log. docker start rethinkdb Starting rethinkdb Starting rethinkdb (version 2.2.8-1)
And this is what I get in docker logs. 2015-01-28T14:07:53.970593Z I: listening on :8080 2015-01-28T14:07:53.970857Z I:

HTTP/1.1 304 Not Modified 2015-01-28T14:07:53.971523Z I: /: UNEXPECTED_METHOD 2015-01-28T14:07:54.167035Z
I: reconnecting to backend, reconnect 520fdb1ae7
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